Statement by IAPO

Agenda Item 8.5: Accelerating the elimination of cervical cancer as a public health problem: Towards achieving 90–70–90 targets by 2030

The International Alliance of Patients Organizations acknowledges the report SE/RC75/12 and urges Member States to deliver on 90-70-90 targets in cervical cancer by 2030. IAPO further advocates that South Asia adopts genomic and digital health technologies in cancer healthcare as these health technologies can transform SEA Region’s cancer healthcare systems into becoming predictive, preventative, participatory, personalised, and pre-emptive. SEA cancer healthcare can become effective, efficient, safe, acceptable, and accessible whilst delivering quality healthcare in a compassionate and humanistic way. Personalised cancer care (PCC) aims to give the right treatment to the right patient at the right time. This gives us better outcomes and patient safety, particularly reduced risk of adverse events, without disrupting lives and families.
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